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Brainteaser
I can be long or I can be
short.
I can be grown and I can
be bought.
I can be painted or left
bare.
I can be round or
square.
What am I?
The answer to last months
brainteaser was of course: A
Choc ice cost 85p. (Must be
M&S)

Sneak Peek

We have a special
newsletter for you all next
month seeing as its the
end of the year we are
saving the best until last
with some big news for
2021 !!
43 North Quay, Great Yarmouth

Welcome back to the November newsletter! So much has happened in
this last month; lockdown 2.0, vaccine triumphs, East Anglia being
moved into Tier 2 and of course the “lets make everyone fall out with
the in-laws” Christmas bubble. We are quite sure that the majority of you
have put your tree up earlier than normal this year, just like the most of
the team here at Dexters. After all, we all need to feel some form of joy
and to be honest, to feel a bit of normality!
Speaking of normal, we would like to remind our readers that despite
the lockdowns and impending new tier systems, Dexters has been and
will continue to operate as we always have, offering the same high
standard of service with a dedicated team. We would like to reassure
you that we will always offer that level of consistency no matter the
uncertain circumstances that clients or candidates may face in the
coming months. We are passionate about what we do and Dexters
prides itself on its work ethics and the integrity of our team. Not only do
we build strong relationships with our clients, we build relationships
with all of our candidates also, offering 24/7 support for everybody. We
know our clients, we know what they require, we know the calibre of
candidate, as well as doing our upmost to ensure the best fit possible
within a company culture. Everyone knows that there are many other
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recruitment agencies out there, some offering higher rates, some
offering lower. However we would stand by our competitive rates in
reflection of the personalised service that our talented team
provides. After all, nobody walks into a Porche showroom with
Mondeo money and expect to walk out with a 911 Turbo!
So whether our team are humming show tunes whilst headhunting
talent or muttering “happy place, happy place, happy place” whilst
solving the 16th problem of the day, we will always be here for you.

This time of year, Barbie dolls
are still as popular as ever
and most family Christmas
trees will have at least one
wrapped up underneath it.
However did you know that
Barbies full name is Barbara
Millicent Roberts.
Named after the co creators’
daughter in 1959, she has
sold over a billion worldwide.
You can also guess who they
created with inspiration from
their sons name Kenneth!
Barbie has many siblings;
Kelly, Shelly, Chelsea, Kristine,
Skipper, Tutti and Todd. And
it may shock people to know
that Ken is not the only “male
friend” in her life. She has
been associated with Alan,
Bobby, Steven, Devon and
Ryan.
The 11.5 inch blonde
bombshell has had over 200
careers including a swimsuit
model, an air hostess,
aerobics instructor, a nurse, a
CEO, a computer engineer, a
STEM scientist, and has even
run for president. She also
travelled into space, going to
the moon four years before
Neil Armstrong did. You go
Barbie!
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Join the Giving Tree this
Christmas
Many families each year through suffering domestic abuse spend
Christmas in refuges across the UK. This number is due to rise this
year due to the additional pressures that Covid has had on family
situations across the UK. The KidsOut Charity helps the children
living in these refuges by enabling a Giving Tree to support the
survivors of domestic abuse who may not otherwise receive a gift at
Christmas. Could you or your organisation donate a present to help
make a child in refuge smile? If so please join the Giving Tree and
pass the branch on.
https://www.kidsout.org.uk/how-companies-can-help/giving-tree
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